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Sarah Mills & Faith

Curammeng

that reflects the standards of the

Silence.

1970s. The station started out

During the fall semester,

strong, but in recent years has

George Fox University's stu

received a bad reputation, ac
cording to last year's station
manager Seth Himes.

The music policy in the be

dent run radio station.

ranked with the likes of

Starting Jan. 12, 1999, a
new KFOX emerged. Once

ginning allowed KFOX to
broadcast any type of music as

again, music and talk is being
student DJs have taken the mi

long it was not obscene, but be
cause DJs took advantage of
this policy, the administration

crophone to enliven the ears of
the GFU community.
This spring semester,
KFOX staff is made up entirely

required the station to broad
cast Christian music only.
The reason for the policy is
to provide music and entertain

system. Or it could be

of new faces who have never

ment that reflects the standards

reclassified as a "trans-

ran a radio station before.

to which our community strives

Neptunian object." orTN-l.

Despite their lack of ex
perience, they are quickly
learning what they will need to

Jupiter, Saturn and Earth in
the first place. As soon as
this week or as late as

broadcast on the radio while

Spring, the International
Astronomical Union is

expected to vote to
reclassify Pluto as a "minor
Planet," of which there are
close to 10.000 in our .solar

National

f o r.
Edwards said if the station

offered the audience something

do to make the station success

contrary to the university's be

Starr has concluded that he

ful.

liefs. KFOX would fail at its

has the constitutional author

According to KFOX sta
tion manager Bryan Edwards,
KFOX is the mouth piece of

standards. It is the station's in

S TA R R :

Kenneth

ity to seek a grand Jury in
dictment

of

President

Clinton while he is presi

CPU's Associated Student

dent, associates of the inde

Community.

pendent counsel say.
Starr and his pros
ecutors have actively consid
ered whether to ask a grand

The radio station has the

responsibility to provide the
students and faculty of GFU

tention to proudly offer listen
ers a high quality product
which is produced in a Chris
tian format.

During Christmas vaca
tion, Edwards and his staff re-

Continued on page 6

Photo by Elise Barrero

James Kramer, KFOX DJ, gives up his weekend dates for a
chance to be spin ma.ster during his show, Fridays, 8-9 pm.

Teen prostitution

Jury to indict Clinton before
his term expires, said the as
sociates. who spoke on con
dition of anonymity.
H A N D T R . \ N S P L A N T:

Amy Michaelson
News Editor

A

man whose left hand was

to mind. I'm sure that most

years ago receives the first
htind iransplantin the United

would picture a street comer in
a trashy neighborhood of a large

States.

city; females poorly dressed
smacking a large wad of bubble
gum while a greasy, silver-

When prostitution comes

CHARTER SCHOOLS: A

hotly debated bill to create
charter schools is narrowly

suited man stands In the shad

approved by the Senate

ows watching. No one really

Education Committee and

expects that prostitution could
happen in a small town like
Newberg. No one really ex
pects it to involve a 15-year old
pimp and a 12-year old girl.
Two weeks ago, Newberg

sent to the full Senate for a
v o t e .

LY N X

Photo by Elise Barrero

The freshman boys proudly display their short-lived victory
REAPPEARS:

Federal biologists say there
is evidence that the lynx, a
rare cat believed extinct in

Western Oregon, is lizving
in the Oregon Cascades.

Freshmen snag

B J, then lose him
The scarcly publicized Bruin

vantage over the obviously out
numbered participants of the

RESTRICTED: The state

J u n i o r fl a s h t h a t o c c u r r e d o n

medical hoard is rigidly

the 27th of January has contin
ued to make George Fox his

other classes. The brawl ended

tory, as plot after cunning plot
continues to take place.

freshman came out victors,

restricting the practice of a
former Newberg drjctorwho
pleaded guilty in June in
criminal court to child

p o rn o g r a p h y - r e 1 a t e d
charccs.

year old Julian Garcia-Buitron
and 21-year old Reynaldo
Garcia-Huitron—have been ar
rested for connection with the

blown off while playing with
a powerful firecracker 13

Local

I s s u e 1 4 Vo l . C X V

with music and entertainment

community, said Edwards.
KFOX began in the late

on the airwaves of KFOX,

Pluio never deserved to be

Newberg. Oregon

Guest Writers

silence is all that could be heard

astronomers believe that

GFU d. Whitman 77-58

KFOX returns triumphantly to the air

Space
PLUTO: Some

GFU d. Whitwortli A4-54

Whitman d. GFU 82-70

re seen t

George Fox University

News from

Whitworth d. GFU 84-74

Because of the overwhelm

ing amount of freshman that
appeared at the last flash, the
freshman guys had a great ad

with an historical moment as the

forcing the Juniors to give up
their long-ia.sting BJ reign.
While most BJ stories end af-

terthe brawl, this historical hapContiiuied on page 6

prostitution, Soto has been ac
cused of arranging for the girl
to have sex with several men

during a five-month period.
Oregon .state law requires
that Juveniles be tried as adults
on prostitution charges. IfSolo
is found guilty, he will have a
minimum prison sentence of 70
months. Soto, a Newberg
School District student, is be

ing held in the Yamhill County
Juvenile Detention Center until

he goes to court, facing nine
counts of compelling prostitu

was shocked as the news of a

tion.

teen prostitution scheme was

No charges have been
filed against the girl, though she

plastered over the media
throughout Oregon state.
On January 25, Newberg

police took 15-year old Javier

has been referred to social ser
vices.
Both Garcia-Buitron and

Soto into custody, charged with

Garcia-Huitron, each charged

forcing a 12-year-old into hav
ing sex with grown men for
money. School officials and the
girl's mother helped tip off the
police to perform an investiga

with first-degree sexual abuse,

tion which led to the arrest of

will next appear in Yamhill

two men and Soto.

County Circuit Court on Febru
ary 15.

While only two nien"23-

.second-degree rape, and prosti
tution, were set free on condi
tional release, bail set at

$25,000 for each man. They

Feb. 12, 1999
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Why call God "She"?

Racial misunderstanding

ferent representations of differ

Rowena Lampas

ent parts of God. But God

Aaron Dahl

Feature Editor

doesn't "really" have feet or a
head, or genitalia for that mat
ter. God is spirit.
The male pronouns
that are commonly used for
God used to be gender-neutral.
But in our modern language

Staff Writer

Should we refer to
God in the feminine?
I remember when I

first read the chapter of Gen
esis 1:27, which says that
both man and woman were

Racism is a word that

brings out a determinable re
sponse in today's society. It is
a sentiment that is completely
understandable and justified, as

today, they have taken on the
specific meaning of the male
gender. Psychologically, when
people use "he" in a seemingly
gender-neutral way, individuals
are actually thinking of the

long as the offen.se has actually
taken place. Now look at the

man and woman in the image
of God, isn't my view of a

male sex. Therefore, since

male God inaccurate?

curate depiction of God.

ing such a word in our beloved
paper, please pick up the near
est copy of Webster's dictio

made in the image of God.
So I a.sked myself, "What is
the image I have of God?" It
was of Someone who was
male. BulifGodcreatedboth

"he" means male, it is an inac

What would it be

So. I call God. God.

like to think of God in terms
o f f e m a l e ? To t h i n k o f G o d

For my own personal purposes.
I enjoy studying the feminine

as female made God seem

references to God, such as Wis

more personal than I could
ever imagine—God was

dom in Proverbs, or the early

closer to me; God was like
me, God understood me.

nine pronoun to represent the

Christians' use of a femi

God understands what it is

Holy Spirit. But I realize that
these are only parts of the

like to be me and be a

whole of who God is. God is

woman, because women, too,

neither male nor female. God

are created in the image of

transcends those things, and
God is all those things.

God.
I also remember

Think about this,

what Jesus said to the woman

whoever you are: you were cre
ated in the image of God, cre
ated to have a relationship with
the Holy, and taste a bit of the

at the well—"God is spirit,
and we must worship him in
spirit and in truth." Thus, in
reality, God is not male nor
female. The male images for

Divine in this world, as well as
the next.

God, as well as the female

This gets tedious

images for God in Proverbs
8 and 9, for example, are dif

sometimes, but it is so accurate.

God is God, not a gender.

case of Dan Howard and the

word "niggardly." Before you
all jump up and run to my room
so that you can beat me for writ

gardly to describe the stingy

We b s t e r ' s d e fi n e s t h e

word as cheap or stingy. While

and it may have riled up some

way in which a certain city fund people, but the word's definition
had previously been managed. clearly shows no connection to
Now, Mr. Howard is white, and
some of the other cabinet mem

bers are not, so turmoil quickly

its notorious homonym. At
most, Mr. Howard should have

erupted. Some members of the

been told to be more careful in
the future, but this did not hap

ter the original misunderstand

pen on television, it was not
spoken to a large crowd, and,

cabinet were offended and
would not calm down, even af

ing was cleared up. Evidently,

Mr. Howard was still at fault for
using a word in its correct non-

racially specified usage. As

most importantly, it was not
meant in a harmful manner.
Racial sensitivity is

something that is a part of our

some members were still of
fended, it was a lack of sensi

culture, but we must also re
member that we have a second

tivity that was now the key is
sue. After a large amount of

Howard did stumble into a situ

excitement, Dan Howard re

n a r y.

derogatory. It may be similar

signed his post and the mayor
accepted the resignation.
Where has the com

it sounds much like a word that

duty to be just. While Mr.
ation where he offended others,
we must be fair in our valida

tion of punishment. He did not
intend to offend others, and ac

tually said nothing that by its

is synonymous with racism, the

mon sense of our nation gone?

racial slur has no connection

How is it that we could have

definition is offensive. Mr.

with the word in question. In

gotten to such a point where an

Howard should not have had to

fact, the word niggardly is older
than its racist cohort, being of

unintended insult, or a

Norwegian derivation from the
word "hnaggr." The reason that

as bad as a real slight, and de
mands that the unintentionally

nation.

studying words is so important

offense subject be run out of

ings are going to occur, but we

stems from recent events in

town? Dan Howard meant no

must rise above them and move

Washington D.C. Dan Howard,
a member of the mayor's new
cabinet, has resigned and the
mayor has declared that he suf
fered a severe lapse in judg

harm in this staff meeting; he
was simply giving a report on
the financial management of a

on, allowing people to acknowl
edge their mistakes and go

city fund. Yes, he could have
used more judgement and come

tearing them down. Under
standing and toleration is what

ment, all this for the use of the

to the conclusion that the word

is needed on both sides of these

word niggardly.
In a staff meeting with
the mayor's cabinet, Mr.
Howard used the word nig

he used might be perceived in a

touchy subjects. So as of now,
the word "niggardly" is out of

misperceived one as this, is just

manner unlike that which he in

tended, but the fact remains that

the word is not inherently

What women really think of the Super Bowl

resign, and the mayor should
never have accepted the resig

Racial misunderstand

about their lives, rather than

my normal vocabulary, but I still
say Mr. Howard did no wrong.

Points to

junk in one 7 hour period.
1:00. The pregame
show has already started... I just
don't get it. I key
shushed every time I try to

game you know who is going

Tr a i n e r ! W h e r e i s t h e t r a i n e r ?

to win. I love football, but after

Broncos score again - and again

Ponder

a while when the point spread
is so large, I just don't get it. Ok,

they need a trainer. Those
trainer carts are really cool. I

''We too often Cove

lercial time. Bud ...Wies

think we need one here...I want

intrigued by the relationship be

so that they can hciu" old, bald-"'

tween football and men. And

ing men who have been hit in
the head loo may times. So 1

ErT^^Biynge smacking and the
corinuent^^ljYs your daddy?"

Lindsay Walker
Staff Writer
As a woman, 1 am very

for that matter, I sometimes

wonder about men and sports.
Now don't get me wrong. 1 am

sit there in .silence, as the fe-

not here to bash men and their

malel in tiic crowd debate who
is gomg to sing the national an-

love for sports, and in fact, I

them.V^Vi^y is KISS perfonn-

challenge the males of George
Fox to prove that they are a big

ing atwe phtgamo show, and

ger lover of the Blazers than I,
because 1 know I'd win that ar

why d(^l tlfo^^irl.s dancing

have mo^clotne^%»^Just a
few thoug*^ FinallyJ The

gument. But seeing as we just

game is stai^^^Nc^igxactly

celebrated one of man's most

why is it that (Ttnk-^f

sacred days of the year (the
other one being New Year's

huge helmel.s? I doh^t quiteger

Day...you can watch football
ALL day), I just thought we
should explore the super bowl

who did her hair. I meaiir^l*^
has a good voice, but geez, her
hair is horrid. And why exactly
are the signers in the back

from the view of a woman.

12:00 noon. The game

it. Also ... Cher. !jusN*mnder

That k«.*pt me qijhe amused for

several h^r.s. .And^hy the

heck wa.s E.'f^vcrywl^i? Ju.st

a lew question^i had. Ok.^ack

to the game ancntie nierr:^h,

and that Terrell D^is is pretty
■'cute.
Halflime! WHm}kxx>!
O k , G l o r i a E s i c f'"an
an

..I;
estioil of tM
yadda yadda. Questioii
week ... why was Slcviif^
der driving the golfciul out to

the

track...hehe. Broncos score

again - you get the point. With

like 2 minutes left of the game,
they start giving the credits. I

don't think that is a very good
sign. Yadda yadda yadda...?
pizzas, 8 liters of pop, several
bags of chips, cookies, mint
chocolate chip ice cream, and a
very yummy cake later, the
game is over. Over all, I rate

this game as a 7. It wasn't too

things and use
peopCe^ wften we

shoiiCd be using
things and Coving
peopCe/'
-Unknown

"Be devoted to one

Wouldn't it he funny3^iel^st
pretendcdJit^jBiipMff^so he

first quarter and the only real

br otherCy Cove.

excitement were those little

could get publicity? Anyway,
that is just a thought. More

electronic boards that looked
like they popped up from the
endzone. I give those a 10! 1
need to go home now to relieve
myself from all that testosterone

Honor one cinotfier

Lots of food. 1 didn't know that

starling.

ity. Ok, game is on. 1 am
shushed again. Broncos score!

Bowl? I guess they finally fig
ured out that men+beer= stupid-

that I have been exposed to. Till

in

aBove yourseCves."
-Romans 12:10NIV

next year!

Editor in Chief - Jonathan Roberts A&E Page Editor - Beau Prlchard

ibrescent

around

anotfter

or so, yet we are preparing food.

Five minutes into the

it

interesting. 1 mean, you could

commercials. Where is the Bud

15 people could eat this much

drive

thcjficld* ^ lyi^hv biiir^? tell who was going to win by the

ground throwing themselves
about like spastics? Once again,
I am shushed as the game is

doesn't start for another 3 hours

to

Assistant Editor - Rowt5na Lampas Sports Page Editor - Matt Gustafson
Business Manager - Sheldon Nalos News Editor - Amy Michaelson
Opinion Page Editor - Jen Myers Copy Editor - Erin Shank
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■ Will
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Send your letters to
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Children's cries too
long unheard

ALL VOU EVEI? WANTED TO WWW
About Homosexuality
Beau Prichard

A gay guy hit on me once.
He had just recently decided

gay. If we go through a stage

Staff Writer

that he was going to be gay

with one sex or another (and we

(there it is again) and he'd never

do), wouldn't it make sense that

of our lives where we identify

rests in perpetuating such rights
at the expense of the child's de

Last week I said that our

velopment.
In early childhood, the

campus probably had its token
heroin junkie or cocaine addict.

Parental alcohol and

rapid pace of intellectual, physi
cal, emotional and spiritual de

just making his intentions
known. I told him how it was,

lation explosion of battered and

velopment is in head-on colli
sion with the months, some

Well, what about gays? We
probably have them, too. An
drew Miller wrote a prize win

neglected children, overwhelm

times years, often marked by re
lapses, that drug and alcohol
addicted parents may need to

ning series of articles about the

est, I was more comfortable

also need a certain inspiration

few homosexuals that were here

with him hitting on me than I
have been with some girls, who

during our development to es

have been much more forward.
Where does one draw the

Bisexual, by definition, can't re
ally exist unless you're actually
physically having sex with more
than one person at once, or if

Sean McGeeney
Staff Writer

dnig abuse is producing a popu

ing the nation's child welfare
and family court systems, and

shattering the traditional dispo

sition to keep children with their
natural parents.

From 1986 to 1997,
the number of abused and ne

glected children jumped from
1.4 million to 3 million, a 114

at school two years ago. They
were friends of his. He inter

kick their habit. The time that

viewed them under assumed

parents require to conquer their

names, and he told the campus
their stories. I don't know any

addiction can pose a serious
threat to their children, who
may suffer permanent damage

during a period of development
in which weeks are windows of

gays who go here, but I'm not
going to be naive enough to as
sume there aren't any of them.

glect are caused or exacerbated

opportunity that can never be re
opened.
For some parents, con
cern about children can provide

by alcohol and drug abuse and

the motivation to seek treat

My first story is that of a
girl who is not gay, but I thought
you might like to know what
happens when the school thinks
someone might be. All her life
Leah (obviously not her real

ents abuse alcohol and drugs are

ment. But for many, the most in
sidious aspect of substance

almost three times likelier to be
abused, and more than four

times likelier to be neglected.

percent increase. At least seven

(some professionals say nine) of
10 cases of child abuse and ne

had sex. He was being very ob
vious, but he wasn't being crude
or making me uncomfortable,

and we left it at that. To be hon

line with homosexuality any
way? Is this guy to be judged
just because he didn't like girls
and he was a little confused?

What about experimentation?
Are people to be held account

able because they're young and
stupid? I don't know. I know
that guys joke about homosexu

we also have to identify with
which sex we're attracted to?

Just as we need one certain pro
tein at one certain time during
pregnancy to determine if we're
male or female, couldn't we

tablish our sexual orientation?

you're particularly promiscu
ous. See, if you're gay, you're
most likely having sex with
members of the same sex. If

you're not, you're not. You
can't be doing both. If you're
in a relationship, then you're
gay or you're straight. You can
be curious, but unless you're

name) has been on the side of
the down trodden. She was part

ality a lot because the whole
topic makes them uncomfort
able. I'm not any different. Out
of ignorance and cowardice, I

abuse and addiction is its power

of the Gay, Lesbian and Straight

have made fun of those differ

to destroy the natural parental

ent from myself just like every

girl the next, you can't really say
anyone's bisexual.

instinct to love and care for their

Student (GLASS) Association
at her school, out of support.

one else. I don't mind discuss

The fact of the matter is,

children.

She has never had sex with a

unless we know them well

These children are up to three

girl, and she isn't interested, but
she firmly believes that they
have the right to do as they

ity, but I admit to kidding

cohol and tobacco as well.

Even if parental rights
are timely terminated when abu
sive parents refuse to enter treat

ing the notion of homosexual

ment or cannot overcome their

times likelier to be abused and

addiction, there is no assurance

please. When she was quoted
in a newspaper as saying such
for the benefit of a gay associa

enough, the homosexuals are
simply another misunderstood,
stereotyped group. I've known
a few in my time, and I can't
even say it was a case of "hate

addiction. Children whose par

Each year, 500,000 ba

bies are bom prenatally exposed
to illicit drugs, and usually al

neglected. Each year, 20,000 in
fants of drug and alcohol abus

of a safe haven for their chil

dren. Only one in four children
available for adoption is

ing mothers are abandoned at
birth, or kept in the hospital for
their own protection because no

adopted, and children of sub
stance-abusing parents are at the

foster care is available.

end of the line. Foster care,

Caseloads are impos
sible. Caseworkers in some ar

eas are responsible for 50 cases
at once, and some judges con
front 50 child welfare cases a

day. Few child welfare profes

while far better than being
abused, rarely offers the lasting
and secure environment that

nourishes healthy development.
And appropriate foster care is
in short supply.

tion, the school called her on the

around about it once in a while.

It's a bad habit. However, girls
don't tend to be quite as wigged
out about it. They don't crack
jokes about it quite as often, and
the lesbian jokes I've heard

safety."
I always said I wouldn't
make any kind of judgement

are. At least, that is the case in

call about the homosexual

church tend to be much more

how we need to do this.

came from lesbians or those

who were close to them. They
joke about it because they are
comfortable with it. Women

are, however, frequently just as
hesitant to talk about it as men

the Christian community. Girls
who are raised outside the

What to do? Train

population of the world until I

comfortable with the notion of

identify substance abuse and

caseworkers and family court

met a few. When I was at SPU,

homosexuality, even if they are
not curious about it. This is be

addiction, much less know what

judges to deal with drug and al

I met a girl who lived in Port

to do when they spot it. Twothirds of reported cases of child
abuse and neglect are not inves

cohol abuse and addiction and

land. She said she had "almost

cause the homosexual act for a

greatly increase their numbers.
Provide timely treatment and

decided to be a lesbian." She

male is much more of a "viola

wasn't a man hater, nor was she

tion," culturally speaking. Les

tigated.

training to parents. Increase in

bitter at all. She had just gotten

bians, for some reason, aren't

As the need for home

centives for foster care and

services for parents and children

adoption.
In a society that last

really comfortable with her les
bian friends and figured it
would be an easier way to live
than going out of her way to

anywhere near as appaling as
gay men. Many guys find the
idea of lesbians appealing (a

year spent more money on cos

receiving such help has plum

metic surgery, hairpieces and

meted from 1.2 million to

makeup for men than on child

500,000 over the past two de
cades. Most parents who need
treatment don't get it, and the

welfare services for children of

treatment given those who do is

children and their parents for
first dibs on the federal budget

often inappropriate. These par
ents are predominantly women,
often themselves victims of vio
lence and abandoned by fathers
who have walked out on their

substance-abusing parents, we
can afford this. I nominate these

change things. Then, of course,
she fell in love (with a guy) and
everything changed. I found
this really fascinating. Of
course, it really looks bad for all
those people who insist they're
bom that way. I don't believe

surplus and the money that the

that. I have even heard Chris

states get from the tobacco

tians .say that God has "blessed"
them with something they need
to work against. This isn't al

settlement.
This is a far better in

the sin, love the sinner" as ev

eryone says it's supposed to be.
They're people first and fore
most, just like everyone else.
Just like smokers, they do their
one thing that some people
don't accept. Until we, as
Christians are able to accept
them as people, we will never
be able to help them, however
it may be that we decide they
need help. I'm not even sure

carpet. They said, "We don't
care what you do, or what you
believe, but we want you to
know that you should not do it
here. This is more for your ben
efit than ours, this is for your

sionals have been trained to

in the child welfare system has
soared, the number of families

going out of your way to have
sex with a guy one night and a

guy told me it was just the con
cept of two naked girls in the
same place at the same time);
girls can be okay with lesbians,
everyone's fine. In sharp con
trast, guys hate gay men, and
women in a community like this
one are usually either indiffer
ent or disgusted. Both sexes can
agree, however, that women are
much more physically appeal

I do know that I'm not

comfortable with the concept of
these Christian groups that are
designed to "ungay" men and
hook them up with reformed
lesbians so they can start fami
lies. I think this may be the
wrong way to go about things.
It's like AA for gays, and while
I think they need their own sup
port groups (particularly within
the church), I don't think they
need to be treated like they can't
help themselves, because sex
(for most people, including
gays) is a voluntary act, not an
addiction. They need assistance
to stop being attracted to the
same sex, not assistance to start

being attracted to the opposite
sex. If we need to help a gay

responsibilities. They need

vestment than adding felonies to

coholism. This isn't an addic

ing than men, from an aesthetic
point of view. Women can say

therapy attentive to their prob

the federal criminal code and

tion. Most homosexuals aren't

other women are attractive, men

recieve male alfection without

lems, combined with literacy

throwing more parents in

sex fiends. They are viewed as

looking for sex, then we have

and job and parenting training.
Most available treatment is

prison, as some in Congress and

predatory perverts. The major
ity aren't. The percentage of
sexual predators amongst the

can say so, too. However, I
know few guys who are either
comfortable enough or objec
tive enough to be able to evalu
ate another guy's attractiveness.
I n a r e c e n t i n t e r v i e w,

We do have to realize that just
congre' like
gatethe
aftersmokers
church, who
they may
be

geared toward men.

Child welfare workers

have long viewed terminating

parental rights as a failure. But
abuse of alcohol, crack cocaine,
methamphetamines and mari

juana has shattered this time-

honored precept. Where drugand alcohol-abusing parents are

concerned, the failure often

the administration suggest.
Criminalizing a child welfare

male understand that he can

to do that. If we have to let a
lesbian know that she can have

a fulfilling relationship with a
man then we can do that, too.

system that should be driven by
compassion and health care
may be responsive to the polls,

gay population pales in com
parison to that of the rest of the
world. Most of them have

Robert Downey, Jr, after own

but it does little to help children

peaceful, consensual sex with
someone in their age group for

ing up to his own sexual
indescretions, said he believed

Christians and never change. In

relatively long, monogamous
periods of time. They're just
like you and I, only they like
those of their gender.

everyone is bisexual. While this
isn't necessarily true, I would

this case, we have to understand

of drug and alcohol abusing par
ents. They need stable and se
cure homes now to give them a

chance for productive lives in
the future.

rather believe this than that

some poor souls are just bom

them and accept them as best we
can so that they will be comfort
able asking for help if they need
it or accenting it when it is ofI fhruiirv 12, 1999
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Curious about careers? Just-In-Time Training: Fox's on-line self
Madeline K. Douglas

opment that students can look
forward to starting in the Fall
1999 semester is our new career

Guest Writer

class and improvements made

paced softwareclick
training
the green Getting

Carolyn Manning
Computer Services

Started button. In the resulting

page, scroll about half way

on our current ones. These
The Career Services

office (WM207) has been busy

all year in an effort to provide
George Fox students with the
best and most up-to-date ser
vices they can. There are sev
eral upcoming events sponsored
by our office to serve the stu
dents.

courses build upon each other
and will help your successfully

the CBTPlayers. There wil be

manage your career planning
throughout college.
1. Designing Your Ca
reer Plan; Discovering Your Ca

sity, we have made on-line selfpaced software training avail

Win 3.1. Choose the one that's

able to all our students through
a wonderful program by a com

right for your system. (If you TIME you've tried THAT PAR
have Win 98, use the Win 95

reer-Self, GED 214, is for fresh

pany called CBT. Courses you
may take include:

CBTPlayer.) Click on the ap

men and sophomores. It will
cover learning about oneself
along with exploring education
and occupational interests
which will lead to selecting a

D i n n e r. I t w i l l b e a n I t a l i a n -

2. The new course is

style dinner with a panel of five

Managing Your Career Plan;
Connecting with the Workplace,
GED 216 for sophomores and

The alumni will be tell

• Microsoft Win

dows 95 (Beg. & Adv.)
• Microsoft Word

(Beg./Int./Adv./Power User)
• Microsoft Excel

major.

• Microsoft Power

need a Win

cus on additional

dows 95, NT,

jor and career
paths. There

exploration of occ u p a t i o n s

98

and answer lime . J?*,

through company
tours and job

end.

There will be

shadowing,
l|i!!i preparation for

room for 75 stu

If and exposure to

dents to sign up

J^the workplace,

to attend the

and readiness for

dinner. It will

*j graduate school
" admission. The

cost only $1 for
those

on

course will also

the

meal plan, and $3 for those who
are off. If you plan to attend,
come and sign up now!
Also upcoming is the
tenth anniversary of our annual

address the need to make more

Spring Jobs Fair (OLAPC-Oregon Liberal Arts Placement
Consortium), which will be on
April 7th and 8th. The purpose
of the Jobs Fair is "to bringfep-

lege Employment, GED 218,
and it is for juniors and seniors.
The focus will be on honing
skills needed to find employ
ment such as portfolio develop
ment, making employer con
tacts, and transitioning into the

resentatives of businesKS and

organizations together Tb^alk

definite career decisions.
3. The third course is

called Implementing Your Ca
reer Plan; Finding After-Col

with students about entry-IeveL^>. w o r k f o r c e

with an understand-

career opportunities, intern-^ing of the market. Be sure to
.ships, and summer jobs." There get these classes into your

will be information tables^th schedule at registration,

over 130 recruiters anxious to The other new devel-

talk with students. ^pment from our office is a
There will be a variety preset that I initiated and have

or

3.1

computers

W E B

ested in going to the OLAPC
Jobs Fair must come to Career

Services to pay a $5 registration
fee and fill out a form.

OLAPC is sponsored

by eight liberal arts colleges and
universities from Oregon in
cluding George Fox of course.
This year, it will take place at
the University of Portland's
Chiles Center. To get more in

jobs available in those areas. It
is also meant to give them real

registration.
Once

tered for a par

Macs), a con

Software Delivery System

ticular course,

nection to the

Internet, and a web browser

software program (like
Netscape or Internet Explorer).
You will also need a CBT plugin for your browser. The CBT
plug-in is software which you
can download right off the
Internet.

Interested? If you're
using the Lab Gateways, you
won't need to do this installa

tion, 'cause it's already done for
you! But if you're using your
own computer, here's how to

you may come

that wants Proxy and Port
numbers, leave Proxy blank. In

back to the course again and

the Port box, enter 8080. Con

again, and you'll only need to
type in your Number (instead

t i n u e a n d fi n i s h i n s t a l l a t i o n .

of Self)- The system will re

You're now ready to learn I
To begin a training

member where you left off, so

session, launch Netscape again
and return to http://

from that point on.

cai.georgefox.edu/cbtweb/
index.htm (use your book

pretty easy to figure out how

mark). This time, click on the
purple button labeled

Courseware. In the resulting
window, click on the blue un
derlined link which reads list

you can pick up the lessons
Once you're in, it's

to proceed through the training.
It'sjust point and click. And if

you aren't sure where to point,

experiment! It won't take you
long to figure it out. But if you
find it too hard to get started
on your own, just call the Help

gel yourself going.
First, launch Netscape
(or IE) and point your browser
to http://cai.georgefox.edii/

site. In the resulting window,
you may choose any course that

Desk (2574). The workers

cbtweb/index.htm and book

begins with the word

ing this CBT stuff all year.
They can help you get going on

of courses available at this

Microsoft (all other options
will crash your Netscape, so

don't even try). Choose a

there have been using and test

your way to Microsoft Soft

ware Literacy!

Dont know much aboufNewbera
HiThe
Sp3ni
C C0mmunity~^y PaRh Curammeng, Staff Writer
first thing that many people see in Newberg is the sign that reads f

eif^oyer and personal contacts,

Newberg: A Great Place to Grow." Since Newberg became a u
flocked to make it their home, and now more than a hundred years later ~
have decided that Newberg is indeed a great place to grow

form^on available in our of

faround 3000). Newberg ha,s been known for Iks agricultural iLustri- ,h , P°P"'"'"'»

website sources, and useful infi c e .

^ There will be a CFC

page ^sted every week on
Wedifcday afternoon, each one

formation, come check out our

done on a different major or area
of study. Itwillalsobereposted
each Monday afternoon the fol

brochure.

lowing week for those who

An exciting new devel-

OK, and it will
c o n fi r m y o u r

you've regis

i^GFU webpage. The CFC is

m^or and learning about the

dent ID). Tell it

Interactive Education

fice. Seniors who would like to

learnir^ about and choosing a

(the last 4 dig
its of your Stu

. . . s o r r y, n o

on the Career Services page of

Students who are inter

and the first 6 letters of your
last name, just

the CAI Lab

FoxMail or come into our of

Jones at Career Services.

first initial, your middle initial

available in

again. In the resulting window.

studei^s that can assist them in

When you get to the window

b t

^forFoxMail. It is also available

q^nt to provide information to

to your desktop. Quit self and click OK. Anew win
will appear in which you
Netscape. Double click on the dow
must type your Name (your
plyplg32 installer, which will

(like the IBM
Thinkpads or
the Gateway

computer

it out under the Jobs Board in

a cover letter and resume to Tara

(plyplg32) will be downloaded

and a Number

Fair. For a look at the list, check ,j^acts and Contacts (CFC) page

be interviewed need to submit

IF it is the FIRST

like FoxMail
and Eudora)

mark this page, as you'll want
to come back here again and

of companies represented at the beSn working on: The Career

course.

Yo u ' l l

juniors. It will fo

the

buttons to begin the training

TICULAR COURSE, you will
be required to register your
propriate link, and the self. A window will appear in
CBTPlayer plugin installer which you will type the word

Point

ing about their

wil a question ^

one for Win95/NT and one for

begin the installation process.

(Beg./Int./Adv./Power User)

choice of a ma

at

down until you see the blue
underlined links to download

ing on it. An outline of the

course content wil appear, and
at the top and the bottom of the
list will be a button reading
Liveplay. Click either of these

history of George Fox Univer

February 10,
Wednesday, from 5:45 to
7:30 p.m. will be our an
nual Degrees at Work Career

GF alumni.

For the first time in the

course from the list by click

missed it.

Career Services office located at Wood-Mar 207 x.2330
Director: Bonnie Jerkc Asst. Director: TaraJonc.s

Secretary: Gloria boltz Student Intern: Madeline K. Douglas

The Hispamc community of Newberg makes up almost 18 percent of .1,. - v, -

and year round work. The availability of work attracted many MexicT "J™''

into Newberg. For some, Newberg offered a better future and thev ^ and

their permanent place of residency. ' ^ decided to make Newberg
In addition to agricultural work, the Hispanic community has u
for themselves by opening their own businesses. The Panderia T "

can biikery and restaurant, has been in Newberg for more th-m 1 Gonzalez, a Mexi-

also restaurants that serve Mexican meals. The Disco Teco C '"'"P" are
about a month and sells Mexican compact discs and tattes cl T'"" "Pened for
Several churches here in Newherg offer services in Soanish "m,' ^'^eos.
Hispanic Friends Church. Mtmy businesses cater to the Hisn u ® Newberg

speakers for those whose English is not yet tluem ^ provide Spanish
Bienvenido a Newberg! A great place to mow'i
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Oscar Watch; Who will McMenamlns: Dare YOU visit a pub?
win and who should
Beau Prichard &
Jason Miller

Beau Prichard

Civil Action, partly as payment
for not winning last year. Ja
son stands behind Billy Bob

Movie Analysts
Well, the Golden Globes

Best of the Best.. That means

A&E Editor

Thornton's masterful perfor

you can see Atmie Hall and

deal at a McMenamins. The

to visit me. We sat together
in a restaurant, and she

The Graduate this Monday
and Tuesday. Some of the
pubs are pretty lenient about
carding if all you want is to
see the movie. If you don't
go to the last showing, you

middle of a bunch of dark

panels. The Bagdad is a real
classical theatre with gor
geous original artwork, re
stored fixtures, and a really

The crime went down

the weekend before school

started. My mom came down

came and went and they were
the expected crock. They do,
however, provide a question. If
the Globes are supposed to pre

mance inA Simple Plan, so he's
sticking with that.

wanted to know what there

dict the Oscars (as they have in

Best Supporting Actress:

shouldn't have a problem at

Beau desperately wants

was to do. Now, she's local,

all.

years past) why on earth wasn't

Jim Carrey at least nominated
for a Best Actor? The Truman

Show was largely shafted, actu

ally. Log on to Netscape, go to
oscar.com, and follow along
with our commentary.
Best Picture/Director
Saving Private Ryan all

the way, no doubt about it. The

onslaught of acclaim, and the

re-release of the film will prime
the Academy to reward this film
with everything it deserves.

Kathy Bates to win for the long
ago Primary Colors, but the

son now than when she lived

McMenamins have a fantas

short memories will get her too.

in the Portland area.

tic reputation. More and
more of you are discovering
the pub in Sherwood. Happy
hour starts at 10 (cheap food)

Look for Judi Dench to win as

' Well," I told her," I've

acknowledgment for her denial
last year.

always wanted to go to a the
atre pub." I expected the
worst, cringing, waiting for
her to whip her umbrella over
the top of the table and slug

If The Thin Red Line wins

a single Oscar, it will be this
one. The music was annoying,
the script was incoherent in
places, but let me tell you, this
movie looked great. However,
the war sequence at the open
ing of Saving Private Ryan was

Best Actor:

masterful, so it'll be close.

Tom Hanks is probably
going to walk away with this
one, and the buzz is his upcom
ing movies next year {The
Green Mile) and the year after
that (Castaway, re-uniting him
with Forrest Gump director
Robert Zemeckis) that he may

be stacking the odds in his fa
vor for a good while to come.
Everyman he may be, but he's
still the best at it.

Best Actress:
Jason says Gwyneth will

walk away with it. Beau says it
will be Cate Blanchett (for

Elizabeth). Either way, they're
the two Golden Globe winners,

so it'll probably be between the
two of them.

Best Supporting Actor;

Best Special Effects:
should

win

this

as

m e .

"Thatsoundsfun!" My
jaw hit the table. " What's
that?" she inquired.
I explained. A theatre
pub is a movie theatre that has
had every other row of seats
removed and replaced with
long tables. They only charge

What Dreams May Come
an

acknowledgement for it's fan
tastic achievement, but Arma

geddon will probably take it.

a buck because they expect

you to buy a drink or a pizza,
but the soda and the popcorn
is really cheap, so it's really
cheap if you don't.
Trouble is, sometimes

Other Stuff:

pub in Sherwood has a won
derful woodpaneled Irish Pub
feel. I've been in a pub in
Canada that has a similar feel,

and I just like sitting in the

cool bar (but you're not al
lowed in there). The screen's

pretty good, the sound's a

and the food is excellent.

heekuva lot better than the

Note to the students who ac

Cameo, but the bathrooms are

tually go there to drink; Start
ing watching over your shoul
der. I have seen families pa
rade in and out of the pub,

really cold. Consider your

because

the

chain

of

McMenamins prides itself on
being family establishments.
Smoking is not permitted,
and beer and wine are the

only alcoholic beverages
served, so even when people
get a little ' happy, they're far
from drunk.
Brand new this month

is Hotel Oregon, a new
McMenamins

in

you have to be 21. When it's
early in the day, they cater to
families, they have matinees

McMinnville. It's on the reg

with movies like Babe and

self warned.

If you're interested in
visiting the McMenamins in
Sherwood, you just take a
right at the intersection where
you go towards Tualatin and
1-5. It's right in the
Albertson's plaza behind the
gas station and right next to
Godfather's Pizza. RC cola

is on tap, and the fries are
great. Focaccia bread is a
special of the house, and ev
ery McMenamins has a dif
ferent menu, so you can travel

istry of historical buildings, it

your way across Oregon eat
ing at their fine pubs. The

has several bars, a meeting

movies at the theatre pubs are
listed in the movie section of

which may be their only win, as
Jason predicts they have been

week they're playing There's
Something About Mary and
Psycho.
However, this is a spe

room, a balcony with a fan
tastic view, a brewery, and
historically accurate restored
artwork everywhere. No the
atre, unfortunately, but if
you're interested, there is a
theatre pub in McMinnville,

nominated all over and will win

cial month. This month,

but it's not a McMenamins.

almost nothing, as darker

McMenamins are showing

They have even older mov

the paper, and they change
every week. Couple of
months ago they had Celeb
rity, so if you missed an
arthouse flick, you might just
get lucky.
Remember: you don't
have to drink to appreciate

{Elizabeth) are largely favored.

are series of films called The

ies, and I have no idea what

Oregon's Pub Adventure.

Pleasantville should at
least win best art direction and

best original script, but it won't
because there isn't any justice.
Look for one of the period mov
ies to win art, and Shakespeare

to get script, with critical giant
Tom Stoppard in it's corner,

When Beau walked out of

Prince of Egypt should
win best Musical Score for it's

The Truman Show, he said it

sweeping music, and neither of

was going to go to Ed Hams,
and he deserves it, but the Acad

the war movies should win dra

emy has a short memory, so his
money is on Robert Duvall in

The fact of the matter is,

but she's quite a different per

Best Cinematography:

their carding policy is.
Environment is a big

such things, but at night they
haul out the old classics. This

matic score (do you remember
music in Ryani I don't.) Eliza
beth could take that.

THIS YEAR A LOT OF COLLEGE
SENIORS WILL BE GRADUATING
INTO DEBT.
Under the Arm/s
Ijoan Repayment

program, you could get
out from under with a

three-year enlistment.

~ ,jfp and ministry on hold! Northeastern Seminary

Each year you serve
on active duty reduces

You don't P"'biblical training you've wanted in an innovative

ofers the m-depth, P^^'^'^^J.^jght.a-week schedule!
Master of Divinity

Masters ofArts in Theological Stupes
Master of Divinity/Master of Social Work

NORTH^S^g
2301 Westside Drive,

4792 1^716-594-680^

your indebtedness by onethird or $1,500, which
ever amount is greater,

up to a $65,000 limit

The offer applies to Perkins Loans, Stafford Loans,
and certain other federally insured loans, which are not
in default

And debt relief is just one of the many benefits

youll earn from the Army. Askyour Army Recruiter.

(503)472-0451

r. BE ALL YOU CAN BE:
February 12, \W)
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Rushmore laughs at own pace
take aim at the rich kids' fortunes

Jason Miller
Movie Reviewer
This last weekend, GFU
track star Brandon Workman and
1 decided to head to Portland to

seea comedy with Bill
Murray. This movie was released
early for Oscar consideration on
the part of Murray. Having seen
old Bill at his best in Groundhog's
Day and What About Bob, we
thought this was the movie to see.
This movie i.sn't your typical Bill
Murray fare, nor is it your typi
cal comedy, nor, in fact, is it even
your typical movie. I really don't
know what category to put this
movie into.

The basic plot of this
movie is that Max Fischer (played

by Jason Schwartzman) is a
sophomore at a snooty prep
school called Rushmore. Max

considere attending the school to
be the ultimate calling of his life,
and has no intention of ever leav

ing. He may have no choice,
though. He's a terrible student (his

when they get out of school.
That friendship soon turns
into a battleground, though, when
both Max and Blume find them

selves falling for Miss Cross, a
pretty but lonely first grade
teacher played by Olivia Will
iams. Max goes to great lengths
to impress the teacher, who's
probably twice his age, but it's no
surprise when Blume is more suc
cessful in wooing her. He has an

between low

and

extracurricu

tounding, to
the degree
that he has
started

his

movie revolve around Blume's

hatred of his own children). Max
is very taken with Blume when
he hears him give an address in

the Rushmore chapel, during
which he urges the kids who
weren't born with a silver spoon
in their mouths to immediatelv

times you decide to take our ad

and will anyone care? We'll see.

This movie is funny but in
a more original way then I've seen
in a long time. It doesn't fit into
any formula of bathroom comedy,
sophisticated comedy, physical
comedy, etc. Instead it invents its
own formula. The Rushmore

comedy formula is make all of the
characters extremely intelligent
while at the same time extremly
foolish. Make their views on the
world

both

grandiose and
laughable.
Then

make

them

hate

cared. I'll be off to the M.C.
Escher exhibit before it closes,

I don't believe R rated

really has any time to read any
thing but text books in a place

movies are bad. If you give it any

KFOX continued

Edwards plans to keep the

In

end
movie
but

and only being told when I suck.

I don't like to be yelled at when I

do a bad job but ignored when I
work hard and do well. I have
cranked out 12 newspapers,

the only A&E section that I've
caught flak about was running a

review for an R rated movie that

has been said we should write up

How many of you own that

concerts. This I never under

movie? What's the difference?

stood. Why write up something
that already happened? So you
can feel stupid for missing it? So

about some input on stuff that
you like? Why didn't anyone say,

A coupla letters and numbers? So

HUH? about the cartoon we ran

what? The school insists on up

last week? I know not all of you

holding a no R rated movie
policy, and now that the Crescent
has been reviewing said movies,
we are coming under fire. At the

got it. It took me a while.
If you, as a whole, took

beginning of the year, we were

you'd have a paper you like. If

told to review at least as many

you want to recommend a band.

you can say, ha ha, he's right, I
was there and it was awesome! I

don't get that. Music reviews
haven't scored real big for us.
The way I figure it, with as little

no one approved of. Fine. How

your responsibility as a feedback
community upon yourselves,

ONE COOL FEBRUARY AFTERNOON THE FRESHMAN CLASS GOT A
HARSH LESSON ON THE TRUE MEANING OF THE BRUIN BRAWL

both

I walked out

saying "What did we just watch?"
The parts were well acted, par
ticularly the two leads, and the

writing and direction is creative,
but something is missing. If this
all seems a little complicated, it's
because this is an awkward movie

to explain. Ifyou like your laughs
quirky, and if this review made
any sense at all, you will enjoy
Rushmore.

pening continues with more
shocking accounts.

attacked the room in which BJ

tween the KFOX staff and their

was hiding and kidnapped him -

constituents.

a first in BJ's life.

The kidnapping occurred
Thursday night, February 4lh, af
ter B J was taken out of hiding to
pose for the picture (seen on the
front page). After the freshmen
had finished their photo shoot.

taunting the other classes with
their victory, BJ was followed
back to his hiding place, and the
plotting minds went into action.
Later that day, a group of
sophomore guys approached the
room where BJ was being kept
and followed through with their
daring venture of abducting BJ
from the freshman class.Though
shouts of outrage and confusion
over legalities have continued to
be debated on Foxmail and

throughout the campus, the fact
remains that ASC has ruled in fa

vor of the sophomore class,
claiming that kidnapping BJ is all
part of the game.
As a result of this controversial

r i nO
l PEN!
^ N Ofi W

1

Saturdays,
10am - 1pm
(or call for appointment)
Plus many other accessories

Bring in this ad for 10% OFF 1 item
(some iiems excluded)

'J

109 N. BLAINE, NEWBERG • 537-0753

A&E Continued
non R rated movies as the R ones.

We tried, but the ratio of R rated

movies to the easier going ones
is pretty uneven. If we want to
go see a good movie, as often as
not, it'll be R.

send me a review. If there's

something you want to get off
your chest, send me a foxmail,
itsthateasy. Ifl'm too mean and

scary, send something to my edi
tor, and he will tell me what you
said without telling me who said

it. I want you to enjoy your pa

The most enjoyable movie

per, and I hate knowing there are

experience I have ever had was
at Scream 2 last school year. We

people steaming out there simply

got a whole crowd of people to
gether and went and screamed
our lungs out. It was a blast.

Tell me what you think.

But what about real mov

ies? What about LA. ConfidentiaP. What about Schindler's

Ustl What about the ever present
Saving Private Ryanl You see,
for every movie like The Truman
Show or Pleasantville (which

was awfully close to R as well)

BJ event, it has become evident

which have value but are also en

that many people on George Fox
campus are not aware of the many

tertaining, there are also movies
like Welcome to the Dollhouse or
In the Company of Men which

rules that BJ carries with him

Custom Veils • Tuxedos • Guest Books • Jewelry • Invitations
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someone clips us. I don the
that. I don't like acUng in a play

Brandon and

order to lessen confusion be

V;

page, we do what we like until

is

plan for the next flash, a group of
zealous and spirited sophomores

skills to revive KFOX.

luck. The fact of the matter is,
when we have no input as to our

worth seeing,

in the past, but has been working
to clearly define the policies in

ming difficult. Edwards and his
staff have been learning new

it's fun is maybe pushing our

the

same format that has been used

In the past, a lack of train

frivolous movie. Recommend
ing a flufy piece of crap because

this

gaining BJ was, however, short
lived. Before they could even

ing for KFOX staff and DJs has
made producing quality program

cause we got in trouble over a

e a c h o t h e r.

The freshman victory over

administration.

This really has nothing to

do with the current debate, be

thought. Titanic was either one F
word or one nipple away from R.

and attempt
to destroy

BJ continued

be pleasing to both students and

comfortable about.

like this. I know that much. It

NEWS, continued from page 1
defined the music policy so it will

for yourself.

I'd write about books, but no one

each other

Murray

of the funniest moments in the

on what you decide to see. Some

to fish for reactions anymore.

affection of Miss Cross.

B -

sons attending the school (some

advice of our little ol' paper here

you have the same taste as us, but
we try to provide you with our
perspective so that you can judge

have more to

coon who has two boneheaded

sionally, you may even take the

movies anymore. Why is this? I
couldn't say, but I'm not going

we see R rated movies. Occa

our faces. We don't assume that

Jason Sez:

plays Mr. Blume, a rich steel ty

want us to write about R rated

lege students go see movies.

a play (Julius Caeser), no one

For language, mature
themes, and brief nudity

do.

What we won't admit to is that

marriage and, not incidentally,
endlessly torments Max. The two
then proceed to go to war over the

Rated R

own clubs to

See, we all know that col

pus breathing down my neck
these last coupla weeks. The
most vocal of the lot of you don't

vice and everything blows up in

Wes Anderson

lar load is as

Well, I have had the cam

of what we tell you.

I'm interested in. I wrote about

Directed by

F's), but his

A&E Editor

have, if you're gonna buy a cd,
you're gonna buy it, regardless

But, you see, I write about things

RUSHMORE

high

Beau Frichard

affair with her, which ruins his

grades hover
somewhere

Arts & Entertainment?
money as us college students you should be ma

(such as it's illegal to hide him
inside). In response, ASC is plan
ning on announcing the rules to
all students, and hopefully this

ought to be seen, which ought to

long-lasting game will continue
in good, clean fun.

ning laps in Schindler's List? The

make you feel uncomfortable.

Remember how bad you fell see
ing all those naked geriatrics run

Holocaust isn't the only thing

because they won't say anything.

I like my job. It distresses
me (really!) to find out that there
are people upset with me. You

see, I'm not a dictator, I don't run

this like it's my own show. The
only reason I have so much stuff
in here is because no one else in

interested enough to take my sec
tion seriously. If you have good

suggestions, send them to me If
you have an idea, I want to hear

It. I'm not here to make people

angry, I'm simply here to assist
m your entertainment. I hope that

you take me seriously enough to
help. 1 wil respect your opin
ions and take them as seriously
as I can. Thanks for taking the

time to read this and to give us
your opinion.
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Shorthanded George Fox men
Missionaries
Eric Ambrose
Staff Writer

A hard weekend for the

GFU Bruins was punctuated by
an 82-70 loss to Whitman on

Saturday. Part of that may be
attributed to the fact that Jordan

Green, the NWC's leading
scorer, was unavailable to play
due to personal reasons.. Travis

Melvin did an admirable job
filling in, scoring 8 points in 29
strong minutes. It wasn't

enough though, as Whitman got

a combined 63 points from Will
Washington, Cameron Evans,

and Todd Hendry on their way
to the win. Hendry lead all scor
ers in the game with 25 points.
Washington put in 21 and Evans
had

17.

No

one

else

on

Whitman's roster scored more

t h a n 7 p o i n t s , h o w e v e r.
James Macy led the Bru

ins with 24 points, hitting 9 of
18 from the floor and 4 of 9

from three point range. Mike
Faber put in 14 points while
Photo by Elise Barrero

Sophomore James Macy had a big game on

Ryan Cruz chipped in with 10.
Center Andrew Coleman scored
5 and grabbed 12 rebounds.

Photo by Elise Barrero

The Bruins missed NWC scoring leader Jor
dan Green in Saturday night's loss at home,
but he scored 28 pts. Friday versus Whitworth

Saturday night, scoring 24 points, including
four three-pointers. Despite their two losses

Tyler Kuske had 9 points and 5

last week, the Bruins are still in line for an

lead into halftime, and while

been shooting well in their pre

the Bruins got close several

vious run, shot only 36 percent

times, the Missionaries were

from the floor and only 64 per

able to keep the lead every time.

cent from the free throw line.

The Bruins had a chance

Whitman hit 43 percent from
the floor and 78 percent from

spot in the NAIA Regionals. All

the line. The Bruins were also

now NCAA Division 111, and
George Fox will join them in

pointer, and Whitman made one

dominated on the boards, as
Whitman grabbed 50 to their 33.
The loss dropped the Bru

at the other end to extend their

ins to 12-6 overall and to fourth

Willamette at 8:00 pm. They

lead to eight. The Bruins really

place in the Northwest Confer
ence. but they are still on track
for an NAIA playoff spot.

will look to get back at Linfield
tomorrow
night
in

NAIA Division II postseason berth.

boards off the bench.

Whitman took a 15-point

to close to within two points
with a couple minutes remain
ing and the score 75-70, but
Mike Faber missed a three-

couldn't recover after that.

George Fox, which had

George Fox, Puget Sound, and
Seattle are the only teams in the
NWC still in NAIA Division II,
and they are fighting for one
the other teams in the NWC are

their new division next year.
The Bruins play tonight at

McMinnville, also at 8:00 pm.

Bruin sprinters prepared
to fly this season
Lindsay Walker
Staff Writer

The sprinters for the 1999
track team are hoping for the
best this year. Coached by Dave
Guzman, there arc many tal
ented athletes, both new and

Sorp
' osSk^Faber fights of an opponent

for rebonnd off a free thro^ ^ne of two
seniors on the team this year, Faber has

!■ leadership for a yonng Brums^

ished well last year. Barnett
also qualified for nationals in
the high hurdles. Barnett feels

mendous and looks very pros

that "We have a lot of talent. We

lost talent last year in our relay

plethora of choices for spots on
the relay team, and also for pos

team, but there are a few fresh

sible individual finishes at Con

man sprinters that could help
out our program in a great way."

ference Championships,

perous. With several freshmen
on the team, the men have a

Regionals and even Nationals.

On the mens' side, it is ba

With several talented

returning. Last year, the best
finishes for the relay teams
ended before getting their
chance to go to nationals.
Returning upperclassmen
for the women sprinters this

sically looking the .same. Their
r e l a y t e a m q u a l i fi e d f o r
regionals, but didnt make it to
nationals. They were expected
to do better than they did. Due
to sophomore Eric Costa's ham

sprinters on the team, including

year include Sharia Rhodes and
Sharon Barnett. They were botli

string' injury, the relay team suf
fered a bit. But the overall tal

urday, February 20 at 11:00 am,
so come out and support George

part of the relay team that lin-

ent of the male sprinters is tre

Fox

Barnett who placed second at

nationals her freshman year,
there are some great opportuni
ties to see these talented people
run. The first home meet is Sat

Track

and

Field!
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GFU women on a hot Updates from tlie

streak, beat Whitman

Outside World
♦ Boxing - Mike Tyson was sentenced last week

to serve one year in a Maryland prison after being

Heather Cramer

:onvicted on an assault charge. Tyson will also

Staff Writer

icrve two years probation after being released. He
nay not be released after only one year, however,
because the conviction may cost Tyson more jail
ime in Indiana, where he could be charged with

Saturday night, the
George Fox Bruins women's
basketball team added another

win to their list as they put one

violating his parole. Tyson punched a man and

over the Whitman Missionaries

with a final score of 77-58.

cicked another on a freeway during an argument
ifter a minor auto accident. He was tentatively

Things didn't look too
promising for the Bruins at the

icheduled to fight again in May against former
leavy weight champion Axel Schultz of Germany.

beginning of the first half.
Whitman sophomore Emily
Stewart scored the first basket

as her teammates set a fast pace.
The Bruins got on the
.scoreboard with a free throw by

♦ NBA Basketball - The shortened NBA season

)egan last Friday night with a new look for several

sophomore Katie Greller fol

earns, many upset fans, and a jam-packed schedule
of 50 games in 88 days. The Blazers started their
season Sunday, losing a tough decision to the

lowed by a three-pointer by
freshman Nicole Prazeau.
At first the Bruins seemed

a bit fumbly with the ball, miss

Seattle Sonics 91-88. Most experts are picking the

ing some rebounds and allow
ing Whitman to get some steals.
But by late in the first half, the

OS Angeles Lakers to win the championship this
year, but they'll have to learn how to beat the Jazz

Bruins came alive offensively,

irst. Utah beat the Lakers in LA 100-91 on Sunday.

and due to amazing effort dem
onstrated by Prazeau and fellow

♦ NASCAR - Three-time Winston Cup champion
Jeff Gordon won the pole position for the Daytona

freshman Becky Thompson, the
Bruins

took

the

lead.

The second half saw a fi

ery Bruin team returning to the
court. Immediately setting the
pace, the Bruins made the first
basket of the second half. They
took a nine point lead within the

5 0 0 f o r t h e fi r s t t i m e i n h i s c a r e e r l a s t w e e k .

Photo by Jeni McAlister

Sophomore Nicole Prazeau hits a free throw
against Whitman on her way to contributing
18 points to the Bruin win.

Gordon, along with the next 24 qualifiers, broke
he previous record for the fastest lap. Gordon
averaged a sizzling 195 miles per hour around the
2.5-mile course at Daytona. The race itself will be

fi r s t t w o m i n u t e s o f t h e h a l f .

Senior Christy Brock started

leld on Sunday, February 14 at 12:00 pm est.

putting those awesome threepoint shots in the hoop.
Prazeau also continued

her aggressive and skillful play.
She was consistent with her
shots as well as her defense.

After hitting four consecutive

Women's Basketball: GFU at

shots, a Whitman player landed
on her leg and Prazeau was

Willamette - Friday, February 12 -

helped off the couil due to an
ankle injury. But that didn't

6:00 PM

keep her off forever. Prazeau
returned later in the half to an
ovation

from

the

crowd.

GFU at Linfield - Saturday,
February 13 - 6:00 PM

George Fox pulled away
in the final minutes to finish th
win. Brock led the Bruins with

22 points, and Greller added 21
points and 10 rebounds as she
played her way to yet another
NWC Player of the Week

Men's Basketball: GFU at

Willamette - Friday, February 12 8:00 PM

award. Greller was also hon

GFU at Linfield - Saturday,

ored as Pacific NW Player of
the Week for the third straight

February 13 - 8:00 PM

time. Prazeau also contributed

to the win with 18 points. The
Bruins dominated the court dur

ing the second half and they
Photo by Elise Barrero

never let that spirit die!
sixth straight home game after

way to gaining honors as NWC Player of the

losing three in a row to start the
season. They have won 12 of
their last 14 games overall.
The next Bruins game is

Coming Next Week
- Part 2 of the Track and Field Preview

- Baseball and Softball previews
- GFU vs. Linfield basketball results

tonight at Willamette University
at 6:00 pm. They play at
Linfield tomorrow night, also at
6:00. The next home game is
on Homecoming weekend, Feb
ruary 19, against Puget Sound,

with Lewis and Clark coming
to Newberg on Saturday night.
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All-Comers Meet at Lewis & Clark

The Bruins won their

Katie Greller drives past a defender on her
Week for the third time this season.

Track and Field: GFU at Winter
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